BATTERY ACCESSORIES
MAINTENANCE
BATTERY MAINTENANCE
Proper maintenance of the battery allows better performance and
longer life.
Regular use of cleaning products provide you an unquestionable
economic advantage. For these reasons, we offer a full range of
cleaning products.
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▶ BAT/34502

▶ BAT/34506 - “Heavy Duty”

Battery Acid Cleaner & Neutralizer

Battery Acid Corrosion & Neutralizer

Acid neutralizer and cleaner in spray. Cleans by acid affected
surfaces and neutralizes the acid. The biodegradable “Solution
Safe” maintenance products neutralize, clean (on the basis of citrus)
and dissolve the corrosion of terminals, cables, plugs and containers.
These products change of color when they come in contact with
electrolyte (acid). In this way, the mechanic knows if there are acid
radicals present. Easy in use: sprinkle and rinse. The waste water is
harmless.
946 ml.

Acid neutralizer in spray: to
neutralise bad corrosion by
acid. This aggressive neutralizer is
especially developed for tenacious
corrosion, breaks down all corrosion:
extremely efficient! 946 ml.

WATER PROTECTOR
▶ BAT/21755
aerosol 400 ml

- Protects your chargers and electronic
components against water and
moisture!
- Water protector is an electronic acidfree preservative.
- Dispels moisture, rust and fat.

▶ BAT/21753
bottle 1.000 ml
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- Lubricates and protects.

◀ BAT 15214 : AQ-Cleaner

Battery Neutralisator & Protector
with color indicator
Prevents
battery
corrosion.
Prevents leakage current. Prolongs
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◀ BAT/48108

Anti-corrosion gel
Prevents corrosion at the terminals!
Easy to bring on: with little brush
attached to the lid. Tin 227 g.

◀ BAT/15152
Tube anti-corrosion fat

▶ BAT/15171 : 5 L
Acid proof rubber paint for
battery cases etc.

▶ BAT/36916
Indication of expiring date / warranty.

▶ BAT/15170 : 0,5 L
Acid proof rubber paint for
battery cases etc.

ACCU MAT
Accu Mat is developed to use underneath the battery. Place
the mat under the battery to catch and neutralize eventual
leaks. Available in 2 sizes: sheets or rolls of 3 mm or 9 mm
thickness

BAT/25917
BAT/25919

ACCU MAT 48 cm x 48 cm per 50 pcs
ACCU MAT 48 cm x 48 cm per 200 pcs

▶ BAT 15168
Stencil with letters

▶ BAT/15160
▶ BAT/19622
Terminal cleaner

Cleaning brush for battery terminals and connection.

▶ BAT/15169
Stencil with numbers
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